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Famous photographers whose works are well worth studying.
The puzzle consists of photographer names, spaces and extra punctuation are removed. Impersonal pronouns
used to try and not give away the artist by their gender.

Clues
Across
4. Known for fashion photography in the 60's and
70's, this artist became disillusioned at one
point and burned most of their negatives. The
artist revived their interest in photography only
a year before their death.
6. This early pioneer of photography is quoted as
saying "Nearly right is child's play"
9. One of this artist's best known images is a
photograph of Miles Davis that appeared on the
cover of Davis's "Kind of Blue" album.
10. Born in Russia, this photographer was known
for often bizarre portraits of celebrities. One of
the best known being of Dali amidst flying water
and cats.
11. This artist’s landscapes are stunning, and they
achieved an unparalleled level of contrast using
creative darkroom work.
13. This photographer is probably better known for
their music work, but they are a song writer,
actor, social activist as well as a photographer.
This artist is also Canadian.
14. Well known for work that appeared in Vanity
Fair and Rolling Stone. Known for an intimate
style, the artist was said to often fall in love with
the subjects photographed.
15. Best known for work with composites. This
artist never went digital, feeling the darkroom
better suited their interests.
16. Began photography at the age of 7, is
considered the first "amateur photographer". At
age 69 the artist's photographs from childhood
were displayed at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York.
17. Known for their fanaticism with the Golden
Ratio, this artist shot only in B&W and was one
of the first to use 35mm film (whose frame is a
Golden Rectangle)

Down
1. A romantic painter, printmaker and inventor of
the diorama, this artist created their images on
silver plated copper sheets, the ancestors of
today's photographs.
2. The pseudonym of Gyula Halasz
3. Known for portraits, maybe THE Portrait
Photographer. This artist’s most famous works
are probably portraits of Churchill and
Hemingway.
5. This Canadian photographer is known for nature
work and currently lives in Shamper's Bluff,
NB
7. Known for work during the Great Depression.
Probably this artist's most famous work was
an image of a migrant mother.
8. Named America's Best Photographer by Time
magazine in 2001. Known for images of
southern landscapes and decomposing
bodies.
12. The Canadian Association of Photographic
Artists is NOT named after this photographer's
pseudonym and is best known for
in-the-trenches war time photographs.

